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Today, balanced portfolios need 
to go beyond bonds and equities

Retirement investing: long-term 
investment horizon

Major drivers: diversification  
and compounding effects

Proven concept: the diversification 
effect explains the great success  
of balanced portfolios in the past

Modern: more robust diversifi cation 
by complementing distinct return 
sources and higher compounding 
by using efficient market trackers

The modern balanced portfolio 
goes beyond bonds and equities – 
moderate adaption, potentially 
strong impact 
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FIVE

WHAT are your benefits?
FIVE PENSION Index

Beyond bonds and equities – 
powerful financial forces,  
deliberately used

–  Diversification  
Attractive uncorrelated 
return sources lower  
your portfolio risk even 
more and extend the 
performance potential

–  Compounding  
Get grip on genuine 
growth by reasonable  
fee structures and  
efficient passive trackers

VPENSION <Index>
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EQUITIES 100% –28% –1%

BONDS  100% 32%

ARP   100%

Source: Bloomberg L.P., Munich Re

WHY should you reconsider 
your portfolio allocation?

Key investments: bonds and equities

These two return sources are cornerstone invest-
ments for many market participants. For a reason: 
they have proven to be persistent and they make 
intuitive economic sense. Taking the chances  
and risks of participating in the success of a  
company via ownership, or lending out money  
for an economic activity have shown to be reliable 
sources of attractive positive risk premia. 

Key finding: mixing has been superior

Combining bonds and equities and thus avoiding 
concentrated portfolio risk has been one of the 
most successful investment strategies of the  
past decades. Investor returns have been very  
satisfying for both asset classes, and on top,  
often uncorrelated. In times of turbulent equity  
markets, bonds have acted as a safe haven.

Key question: time to RE-think?

It‘s always a good time to own bonds, equities  
or both. In the current environment of negative 
rates, quantitative easing and weakening  
diversification benefits from traditional risk 
premia as bonds and equities, it might make 
sense to re-think.

HOW can you refine  
your balanced portfolio?

Attractive and distinct, yet very liquid exposure 
can be provided by investment strategies  
aiming at harvesting alternative risk premia  
in the financial markets.

The most important alternative risk premia  
are momentum and carry. Momentum means 
investing in-line with the trend of an asset,  
while a carry strategy simply prefers high over 
low yielding assets. This is done in various  
individual markets and in a multi asset context.

Like bonds and equities, these dynamic invest-
ment strategies have an attractive track record. 
Yet they are different by design – and thus  
“alternative”.

Passive trackers of these alternative return 
sources can be a good choice, because they are 
typically more cost-efficient than their actively 
managed counterparts.

Combining traditional (“TRP”) and alternative risk 
premia (“ARP”) has the potential to significantly 
improve performance quality.

This is a minor adjustment to the classic balanced 
portfolio which can make the difference.

A simple and efficient concept: 
diversification in a nutshell

Foundation and rationale

Did you know?

Combining four uncorrelated but return/risk-wise  
similar assets doubles your return at the same risk level 
compared to holding one asset on its own.

This is comparable to improving one’s forecasting or  
stock picking skills by the factor of two and a simple math 
example to show the power of diversification.

Indeed, intra asset class and within traditional markets 
this example typically keeps being a theoretical showcase. 
By going “multi asset” and potentially “alternative” this 
example becomes actually tangible and a realistic case.

Power of diversification

In the right chart asset A and B 
share the same expected return. 
Furthermore, A and B show  
a perfect negative correlation 
(–100%). The combination of 
both has the same return per-
spective, but at much lower risk.

Go the full mile

While a full risk removal as in 
the extreme example above 
cannot be achieved in reality,  
a non-systematic dependence 
(“zero correlation”) would be 
sufficient to make a strong  
difference. The correlation 
matrix with data from the past 
20 years shows that correlation 
around 0 can be observed.

Bonds and equities experienced a negative correla-
tion during that period which has been very favorable 
for balanced portfolios.

History tells us that there can be times when bonds 
lose their characteristic as a safe haven asset and 
bonds and equities both lose in value at the same 
time. Alternative return sources which have a sound 
investment rationale, an attractive return expecation 
and only a weak co-behaviour by design can then act 
as potential safe haven.

Compounding matters

Fees may seem small, but they add up and compound 
in the same way as returns. Imagine starting an 
investment with $100,000 today. If your investment 
earns 5% per year with 0% fees, it will be worth 
$265,000 in 20 years. 

However, with 2% fee drag it will only be worth 
$181,000. That’s a difference of $85,000 underper-
formance solely due to fees. Every basis point counts.

More than a century of 
bond/equity correlation. 
Correlations have been 
in a sweet spot during 
the last 20 years. 

Source: Online data  
Robert Shiller on  
http://www.econ.yale.edu, 
Munich Re



Disclaimer
This document should be viewed solely in con-
junction with a reinsurance solution description 
(the “transaction”) provided by Munich Re in 
order to indicate, on a preliminary basis, the  
features of an Index possibly included in such 
transaction. This Index description shall not be 
used for any product or offering other than the 
transaction. This document alone has no regard 
to specific investment objectives, financial situ-
ation or particular needs of any recipient. The 
information contained in this document should 
be treated as highly confidential. No disclosure 
or reproduction may be made to third parties 
regarding any information disclosed in this  
document without the prior permission of 
Munich Re. Content and scope of this docu-
ment are believed to be factual and are solely 
for your information and the basis for further 
discussions with you. This document does not 
purport to contain all information that may be 
required to evaluate the transaction. The infor-
mation in this document reflects prevailing  
conditions and our views as of this date, which 
are accordingly subject to change.
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Munich Re is under no obligation to update or 
keep current the information contained herein. 
In preparing this document, we have relied 
upon and assumed, without independent veri-
fication, the accuracy and completeness of all 
information available from public sources.  
No representation or warranty, expressed or 
implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability  
or completeness of the information contained 
in the document, and nothing contained herein 
is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or 
represen tation nor is this document intended  
to be a complete statement or summary of the 
products, markets or developments referred to 
in herein. Neither Munich Re nor any of its affili-
ates, directors, employees or agents accepts 
any liability for any loss or damage arising out 
of the use of all or any part of this material.  
This document shall not be construed as an 
offer to enter into the transaction. Any offer 
would be made at a later date and subject to 
contract, satisfactory documentation and  
market conditions.
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